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Category: Patchwork
Listing of books that refer to making blocks from geometric shapes. The title, author
and a brief description of the book is included, as well as the publishing date. The date
will help you know whether the book is in full colour, black and white and pre-rotary
cutter. Some quilters prefer full colour templates, like beginners. This information will
help you choose your references more suited to your needs.
Title
Author, Date
Information
101 Patchwork Patterns
Ruby McKenna, 1962
-definitive instructions for
every step of the quilt
making process
Traditional Patchwork Patterns
Carol Belanger Grafton,
-12 full size patterns and
1974
instructions for making
traditional quilts [b&w]
Patchwork Pillows
Judy Levy, 1977
-full sized templates for
pillows
Diamond Patchwork
Jeffery Gutcheon, 1982
-using diamonds as the
core of the design,
template included [b&w]
Sensational Patchwork Quilting
Marilyn Weibe, 2007
-using patchwork in a
variety of unique ways,
such as greeting cards
Classic Patchwork Quilts and
Margit Echols, 1990
-using classic patterns
Quilting
around the home
Special Patchwork
ed. by Better Homes and
-variety of techniques
Gardens, 1989
such as yo-yo, cathedral
window, traputo
Quilting Patchwork and Applique
ed. by Sunset Books, 1981 -basic techniques and
patterns
Practical Patchwork &Applique
ed. by Gail Lawthor, 1991
-comprehensive overview,
Techniques
plus patterns
The Complete Book of Patchwork,
Linda Seward, 1987
-overview for beginners,
Quilting and Applique
pre-rotary cutter
500 Full Size Patchwork Patterns
Maggie Malone,1985
-full sized templates for
500 blocks [b&w]
Patchwork Patterns
Jinny Beyer, 1979
-how to make your own
pattern blocks from
geometric shapes [b&w]
Crosspatch: Inspirations in
Pepper Cary, 1989
-combining multiple types
Multiblock Quilts
of traditional blocks into a
cohesive quilt, includes
design studies
Easy to Make Patchwork Quilts
1978
-12 full size traditional
quilt templates
Classic Quilts
Ruth McKendry, 1997
-classic quilt templates,

The Patchwork Christmas

Rita Weiss, 1981

Christmas Traditions Quilt

Wendy Gilbert, 1992

Nostalgic Patchwork and Quilting

Robby Savonen, 1994
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plus an introspective
dialogue about the quilt
blocks’ history
-a Christmas themed quilt
with 15 different blocks
-12 Christmas themed
blocks from beginner to
advanced
-patterns from
1920s&30s, such as the
Dresden plate, and a
variety of other appliques

